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ABSTRACT
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is now a pandemic and has created a panic in the entire world, but despite the war-footing
eﬀorts of our scientists, there has been so far no full-proof medication for it. This article presents where we actually stand in this respect
and how far we have still to go. A comprehensive coverage of the progress made in all directions as to the development of therapeutics,
vaccine, antibody testing, convalescent plasma, immune modulators, stem cell therapy, etc., under one roof may be useful to speed up
the ﬁnding of the solution of this disease.
Keywords: SARS-CoV-2; COVID-19; Drug repurposing; COVID-19 vaccine; Convalescent plasma; Immune modulators; Immune
modulators; Stem cell therapy

INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by a new
member of the family of coronaviruses (CoVs), named as 2019-CoV2, due to its emergence in the year 2019. Since this new virus was
found to have its RNA genome about 82% similar to that of Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) coronavirus, it was renamed as
severe acute respiratory syndrome–coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The
most common symptoms of this virus, as reported by World Health
Organization (WHO) based on more than 70,000 cases in China
could be beautifully represented by a schematic diagram (Fig.ure 1)
[1]. In fact, the list of lingering maladies from COVID-19 is longer
and more varied than what is shown in figure 1 or what most doctors
could have imagined. The list also includes a racing heartbeat, achy
joints, foggy thinking, a persistent loss of sense of smell, and damage
to the heart, lungs, kidneys, and brain. COVID-19 may also lead to
Acute Respiratory Distress (ARD)-like syndrome which is associated
with severe lung condition, where fluid fills up the air sacs in your
lungs, lowering the amount of oxygen or increasing the amount of
carbon dioxide in your bloodstream.

respect to medication of COVID-19, such as discovery of antivirals,
vaccines, antibodies, etc., may shorten our path to the victory, hence
this note. This article is not meant to go into the detail of structure of
SARS-CoV-2, as number of publications are available on it, but its
crucial structural features that constitute the important targets for the
development of its medication can be mentioned [2].
In general, all coronaviruses including SARS-CoV-2 are spherical
positive single-stranded RNA viruses and contain spike (S) proteins
projecting from the virion surface. These spike proteins are meant to
mediate the entry of CoVs into the host cells, and for SARS-CoV the
receptor in the host cells has been found to be Angiotensin-Converting
Enzyme 2 (ACE2). The S protein has two domains, S1 and S2, where
the former has a Receptor-Binding Domain (RBD) that mediates the
binding to host cell receptor. Also, there are two proteases in COVs,
coronavirus main protease (3CLpro) and papain-like protease (PLpro)
that mediate proteolytic cleavage of~800 kDa polypeptide, produced
by coronaviruses, to generate various proteins. This processing of coterminal polyproteins leads to components for packing new virions,
after which there occurs the replication of viral genome through a
replicase, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), encoded in the
virus. Thus, the replication of CoVs involves S protein, coronavirus
main protease (3CLpro), a papain-like protease (PLpro), and a replicase,
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) [3], consequently all these
four components constitute good targets for the development of
therapeutics for COVID-19.

ANTIVIRAL MEDICATION

Figure 1: The most common symptoms of COVID-19 according to the WHO.
Reproduced from Ref 1. Free Access Publication, yet permission sought from
authors.

However, ever since the outbreak of this virus was declared as
pandemic in March 2020 by World Health Organization (WHO),
the whole world is at race to win over it. The governments and
pharmaceutical companies all over the world are struggling for it with
the hope that they will have some solution soon. We are now only at
mid-way, but let us see where we now really stand and how far we
still have to go. A comprehension of movement in all directions with
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So far antiviral medication is concerned, no new drug could
be designed so far, but only drug repurposing strategies have been
applied. In such trials, remdesivir, an antiviral, has drawn the greatest
attention. This is a brand new drug to be given by intravenous infusion
and which has shown some effect against SARS, MERS (Middle East
respiratory syndrome) and Ebola in cell and animal models, and in a
recent in vitro study it has been found to prevent human cells from
being infected with SARS-CoV-2. Remdesivir was first developed
by Gilead Sciences to only target Ebola. It inhibits viral replication
through premature termination of RNA transcription. Because of
its positive effect on SARS-CoV-2, FDA issued an emergency use
authorization (EUA) for it on May 1, 2020, in United States, but
this EUA does not mean that remdesivir is full proof medication
for COVID-19, rather it simply meant that doctors may take it for
hospitalized patients with severe COVID-19 symptoms. Recently a
group of authors [4] conducted a double-blind, randomized, placebocontrolled trial of intravenous remdesivir in adults hospitalized with
COVID-19 with evidence of lower respiratory tract involvement to
find that this drug was superior to placebo in shortening the time to
recovery. However, their overall observation was that remdesivir can
be used for patients who are hospitalized with COVID-19 and require
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supplemental oxygen therapy and that treatment with an antiviral
drug alone is not likely to be sufficient. Antiviral drugs may require
the combination with other medication.
The other two drugs that drew attention for the treatment of
COVID-19 are hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and chloroquine. These
two medications have been used for many decades to treat malaria
and autoimmune conditions like rheumatoid arthritis and lupus. Both
the drugs have been found to have in vitro activity against SARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2, with hydroxychloroquine having relatively higher
potency against SARS-CoV-2. They are currently undergoing clinical
studies to test their efficacy and safety in the treatment of COVID-19
in China and some promising results have been achieved thus far [5].
They have been approved by the FDA to be tested against COVID-19
[1,5]. However, on June 15, 2020, FDA has revoked the EUA to use
HCQ and chloroquine to treat COVID-19 in certain hospitalized
patients when no clinical trial is available or participation is not
feasible. FDA took this decision on the basis that these medicines did
not show any benefit for decreasing the likelihood of death or speedy
recovery when subjected to a randomized clinical trial in hospitalized
patients. Both the drugs are also found to have several side effects,
such as worsening vision, nausea, and digestive disorders, as well
as more severe cases can lead to heart failure. In a recent study [6],
Mehra et al. reported that in a large multinational real-world analysis
they could not find any benefit of HCQ or chloroquine (when used
alone or in combination with a macrolide) on in-hospital outcomes,
when initiated early after diagnosis of COVID-19, rather it was
observed that there was an increased hazard for clinically significant
occurrence of ventricular arrhythmias and increased risk of inhospital death with this desease.
Next on the trial were two anti-retroviral drugs, lopinavir/
ritonavir, which were found to be active against SARS-CoV [7],
though designed by AbbVie to treat HIV (AIDS) under the name
Kaletra. However, no benefit was observed with this drug for SARSCoV-2 compared to standard care when tried for 99 patients with
positive infections [8,9]. Recently on June 30, 2020, a RECOVERY
(The Randomised Evaluation of COVID-19 Therapy) clinical trial
conducted in the UK demonstrated no benefit with lopinavirritonavir. Although, initially WHO perceived that there may be
benefits to using lopinavir/ritonavir with other drugs such as
interferon-β, oseltamivir or ribavirin [10], but recently on July 4,
2020, WHO accepted the recommendation from the Solidarity
Trial’s International Steering Committee to discontinue the trial’s
hydroxychloroquine and lopinavir/ritonavir arms. The Solidarity
Trial was established by WHO to find an effective COVID-19
treatment for hospitalized patients.
A common corticosteroid drug, dexamethasone, is also being
tried for COVID-19. Dexamethasone usually has anti-inflammatory
effects, but according to a recent report (June 25, 2020), The National
Institutes of Health COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines Panel provides
recommendations for dexamethasone in patients with COVID-19
[11]. According to an unpublished analysis, an open-label trial in
United Kingdom (UK) for hospitalized patients, randomized to
receive dexamethasone, had exhibited that such patients had reduced
rate of mortality as compared to those who received standard of care
[12]. This benefit was however observed only in patients seriously
ill with COVID-19 but not in patients with milder disease. WHO
welcomed these initial clinical trial results from UK, which showed
that dexamethasone can be lifesaving for patients who are critically ill
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with COVID-19 [13].
Macrolides such as azithromycin have long been hypothesized
to have therapeutic benefits on viral infections, either via their antiinflammatory or off-target effects on viral replication. A group of
researchers at University of California at San Francisco in US has
started a clinical trial of a macrolide, azithromycin, to treat COVID-19.
In March this year, Pfizer suggested the use of azithromycin in
combination with hydroxychloroquine after a positive response
in a COVID-19 trial performed in France, showing that the rate of
virologic cure was highest in people who received this combination.
In addition to the above drugs discussed, there are several
other drugs under trial, but currently there are no FDA-approved
treatments for coronavirus. According to El-Aziz et al. [1], a drug
tocilizumab, marketed as actemra to treat patients with moderate
to severe rheumatoid arthritis to lower inflammation, has been
approved in China for the treatment of severe complications related
to SARS-CoV-2. FDA also has officially approved a phase 3 trial of
actemra in severe COVID-19 patients. Darunavir, an anti-retroviral
HIV-1 protease inhibitor, has also drawn the attention of Chinese
researchers [5] to treat SARS-CoV-2 infection, as well as an antiparasitic drug called ivermectin has also been observed in an in vitro
study by researchers at Monash University in Melbourne, Australia,
to be effective against this virus [14]. However, even though currently
there is no specific anti-SARS-CoV-2 medication, a recent work of
Gao et al, [15] has emphasized that all potential anti-SARS-CoV
drugs may also be effective against SARS-CoV-2 as well, since 3CL
proteases of both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV have very high degree
of three-dimensional structural similarity [16]. The 3CL protease
(3CLpro) is one of the four agents: Spike Protein (SP), coronavirus
main protease (3CLpro), papain-like protease (PLpro), and RNAdependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), that play important roles in the
replication of SARS-CoV as well as SARS-CoV-2 and thus constitute
good targets for the development of potent inhibitors of these viruses.
Therefore, Gao et al. [15] developed a validated machine learning
model, curating the largest available experimental data set for SARSCoV-2 or SARS-CoV 3CLpro inhibitors, to find that many existing
drugs might be potentially potent to SARS-CoV-2. Through this
study, these authors highlighted 20 drugs from a large FDA-approved
drugs as well as 20 drugs from a huge investigational or off-market
drugs as highly potent medications against SARS-CoV-2 as shown in
tables 1 and 2, respectively. This work of Gao et al. may be useful to
develop successful therapeutics for the treatment of COVID-19.
However, some authors found that binding affinity of SARSCoV-2 toward its receptor ACE2 is much more enhanced as
compared to that of SARS-CoV and attributed this to be the hallmark
for its enhanced infectivity [17]. Thus, attention should be focused to
investigate highly potent inhibitors of ACE2.
Of the above drugs discussed, ivermectin, whose structure is
given below (I), has drawn special attention. In addition to Caly et
al.’s report that ivermectin is a potent inhibitor of SARS-CoV-2,
some other authors also have expressed their views in its favor, e.g.,
Sharun et al. [18] have pointed out that since ivermectin is an FDAapproved anti-parasitic drug, there is no problem in repurposing it
for anti-SARS-CoV-2 therapy, but some authors as Schmith et al. [19]
cautioned that its dose needs to be adjusted vis-à-vis the one used in
in vitro studies by Caly et al. [14]. In fact, Schmith et al. [19] have
expressed the hope that if interdisciplinary collaboration is adopted,
ivermectin can achieve success, if not alone, then in combination
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with some other drug such as hydroxychloroquine in particular.
This can lead to synergistic inhibitory effect on SARS-CoV-2, where
hydroxychloroquine may inhibit the entry of the virus into the host
cells and ivermectin may inhibit viral replication [20].
I, Ivermectin

In fact, in addition to the four structural proteins mentioned
Table 1: List of top 20 potential anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs from 1553 FDA-approved
drugs with their drug id’s, names, corresponding brand names, predicted binding
aﬃnities (Kcal/Mol), and IC50 values (μM) [15].
Drug ID

Name

Brand Name

Pred.
Binding
Aﬃnity
(Kcal/Mol)

DB01123

Proflavine

Bayer Pessaries,
Molca, Septicide

−8.37

DB01243

Chloroxine

Capitrol

−8.24

DB08998

Demexiptiline

Deparon, Tinoran

−8.14

DB00544

Fluorouracil

Adrucil

−8.11

DB03209

Oteracil

Teysuno

−8.09

DB13222

Tilbroquinol

Intetrix

−8.08

DB01136

Carvedilol

Coreg

−8.06

DB01033

Mercaptopurine

Purinethol

−8.04

IC50 (μM)
0.72
0.89
1.06
1.11
1.16
1.18
1.22
1.26

DB08903

Bedaquiline

Sirturo

−8.02

1.29

DB00257

Clotrimazole

Canesten

−8.00

1.35

DB00878

Chlorhexidine

Betasept, Biopatch

−8.00

DB00666

Nafarelin

Synarel

−8.00

DB01213

Fomepizole

Antizol

−7.98

DB01656

Roflumilast

Daxas, Daliresp

−7.97

DB00676

Benzyl benzoate

Ascabin, Ascabiol,
Ascarbin,Tenutex

−7.96

DB06663

Pasireotide

Signifor

−7.95

DB08983

Etofibrate

Lipo Merz Retard,
Liposec

−7.94

DB06791

Lanreotide

Somatuline

−7.94

DB00027

Gramicidin D

Neosporin
Ophthalmic

−7.94

DB00730

Thiabendazole

Mintezol,Tresaderm,
Arbo tect

−7.93
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1.35
1.35
1.39
1.41

1.45
1.47
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.51

Table 2: List of top 20 potential anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs from 7012 investigational
or oﬀ-market drugs with their drug id’s, names, predicted Binding Aﬃnities (BAs)
(Kcal/Mol), and IC50 values (μM) [15].
Name

DB12903

Debio-1347

−9.02

0.24

DB07959

3-(1H-benzimidazol-2-yl)-1H-indazole

−9.01

0.24

DB07301

9H-carbazole

−8.96

0.27

DB07620

2-[(2,4-dichloro-5-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-1,3dinitro-5(triﬂuoromethyl)benzene

−8.89

0.30

DB08036

6,7,12,13-tetrahydro-5H-indolo[2,3-a]
pyrrolo[3,4-c]carbazol-5-one

−8.89

0.30

DB08440

N-1,10-phenanthrolin-5-ylacetamide

−8.83

0.33

DB01767

Hemi-Babim

−8.80

0.35

DB06828

5-[2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)ethoxy]-1H-indole

−8.73

0.39

DB14914

Flortaucipir F-18

−8.69

0.42

DB15033

Flortaucipir

−8.69

0.42

DB13534

Gedocarnil

−8.67

0.44

DB02365

1,10-Phenanthroline

−8.64

0.45

DB09473

Indium In-111 oxyquinoline

−8.64

0.45

DB08512

6-amino-2-[(1-naphthylmethyl)amino]-3,7dihydro-8H-imidazo[4,5-g]quinazolin-8-one

−8.60

0.48

DB01876

Bis(5-Amidino-2-Benzimidazolyl)Methanone

−8.60

0.49

DB07919

7-methoxy-1-methyl-9H-β-carboline

−8.59

0.49

DB02089

CP-526423

−8.59

0.50

DB07837

[4-(5-naphthalen-2-yl-1H-pyrrolo[2,3-b]pyridin3-yl)phenyl]acetic acid

−8.53

0.55

DB08073

(2S)-1-(1H-indol-3-yl)-3-{[5-(3-methyl-1Hindazol-5-yl)pyridin-3-yl]oxy}propan-2-amine

−8.53

0.55

DB08267

6-amino-4-(2-phenylethyl)-1,7-dihydro-8Himidazo[4,5-g]quinazolin-8-one

−8.52

0.56

previously, i.e., S protein, coronavirus main protease (3CLpro), a
papain-like protease (PLpro), and a replicase, RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp), coronaviruses also have some Nonstructural
Proteins (NSPs), the proteins that are encoded by a virus but do not
form the part of viral particle, but play specific roles in their replication.
There are 16 such NSPs, some of which are better characterized than
others [21,22], such that NSP5, NSP7-10, NSP12, and NSP15-16 of
SARS-CoV-2 have their structures deposited in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) with PDB IDs as 6LU7, 6M71, 7BV1, 6W4B, 6ZET,
7BV2, 6W01, and 6W4H, respectively, along with that of S protein as
6VYB [23]. In order to find the effective drugs against SARS-CoV-2
the earliest possible, Xu et al. [23] performed virtual screening using
drugs from the Drug Bank, targeting some of the viral proteins and
human ACE2 receptors. In their study, these authors found three
drugs to be quite promising to act against SARS-CoV-2. These
drugs are beclabuvir (II), bictegravir (III) and dolutegravir (IV). All
these three drugs are in the category of protease inhibitors and are
reported now to have strong interactions with NSP5. Out of these
three, beclabuvir is antiviral drug to treat HCV infection, while the
other two are meant for the treatment of HIV infection and are used
in combination with other drugs. Both bictegravir and dolutegravir
produce their anti-HIV effect through integrase inhibition.
II, Beclabuvir
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Predicted
IC50
BA (Kcal/
(μM)
Mol)

Drug ID
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Sinovac Biotech Ltd (China), and Ad5-nCoV of CanSino Biologics. In
addition to these vaccines, Indian company Bharat Biotech designed
a vaccine called Covaxin. It has been in collaboration with the Indian
Council of Medical Research (ICMR) and the National Institute of
Virology (NIV) and has demonstrated an encouraging safety profile
in a Phase I clinical trial conducted in the country. Covaxin is an
inactivated vaccine candidate. It has been granted Phase 2 trials also
by India’s regulatory Agency.
Strategies are being planned to bring licensing a vaccine on
fast-track so that the usually lengthy duration of Phase II–III trials
(typically many years) can be shortened [28-30]. Such strategies may
enable to bypass typical Phase III research, provided preliminary
proof of safety and efficacy of a candidate vaccine in laboratory
animals and healthy humans has been established. This will accelerate
the path to license a COVID-19 vaccine [28,29,31]. However, it is
suspected that the rapid development and urgency of producing
a vaccine for the COVID-19 pandemic may increase the risks and
failure rate of delivering a safe, effective vaccine [32,33]. A recent
report from a group of scientists [34] is that they did a phase I/II
single-blind, randomized controlled trial in five trial sites in the UK
of a chimpanzee adenovirus-vectored vaccine (ChAdOx1 nCoV19, now AZD1222) expressing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein
compared with a meningococcal conjugate vaccine (MenACWY)
as control and found that this vaccine showed an acceptable safety
profile and homologous boosting increased antibody responses. This
finding encouraged the authors to go for large-scale evaluation of
this candidate vaccine in an ongoing phase 3 program. The study is
going on with International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial
Number (ISRCTN) 15281137 and ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT04324606.

III, Bictegravir

IV, Dolutegravir

Vaccine Development

Antibody Testing

So far the vaccine about COVID-19 is concerned, there are
multiple efforts in progress to develop such a vaccine, but till today
not a single vaccine has completed its clinical trials. The Coalition
for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), which is organizing
funds for the development of vaccine world-wide has indicated that a
vaccine may be available under emergency use protocols in less than
12 months or by early 2021. As of July 2020, 205 vaccine candidates
were in development, with 19 in human testing: one in Phase II-III
interventional trial using thousands of participants, two in Phase II
efficacy and dose-testing studies, four in Phase I–II safety and efficacy
trials, and twelve in Phase I trials [24-26].

Since the emergence of SARS-CoV-2, serious attention has been
paid to antibody tests to identify people who are immune to this virus.
Antibodies, also known as immunoglobulins (abbreviated as Ig), are
the proteins that are created by our immune system to fight infectious
agents. Such proteins recognize the unique characteristics of an
infectious agent. There are many types of antibodies, but two of them
are most important for human immune system, IgM and IgG, where
the former develops within a few days of the onset of an infection
and the latter several days or weeks later. Any antibody is of Y-shape
and is produced by plasma cells. Antibodies can be monomeric,
dimeric, or pentameric, such as shown in figure 2 and thus while IgG
is a monomer, IgM is a pentamer. The antibody recognizes a unique
molecule of the pathogen, called an antigen. Each antibody contains a
paratope, also called an antigen-binding site, which is specific for one
particular epitope of an antigen. An epitope, also known as antigenic
determinant, is the part of an antigen that is recognized by the immune
system, specifically by antibodies, B cells, or T cells. Antibody and
antigen interact by spatial lock and key complementarity as shown
in figure 3, involving weak and non-specific forces, such as hydrogen
bonds, hydrophobic interactions, and van der Waals forces. Thus, the
binding between antibody and antigen is usually reversible.

Because of SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, there have been some
unprecedented public/private partnerships, such as Operation Warp
Speed (OWS) within which US National Institutes of Health (NIH)
has partnered with more than 18 biopharmaceutical companies,
The COVID-19 Prevention Trials Network (COVPN) that combines
clinical trial networks funded by the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID), such as HIV Vaccine Trials Network
(HVTN), HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN), Infectious
Diseases Clinical Research Consortium (IDCRC), and the AIDS
Clinical Trials Group. Under OWS, the US government has chosen
three vaccine candidates to fund for Phase 3 trials: Moderna’s
mRNA-1273 in July, The University of Oxford and AstraZeneca’s
AZD1222 (formerly known as ChAdOx1 nCoV-19) in August, and
Pfizer and BioNTech’s BNT162 in September. A COVID-19 vaccine
tracker has presently (Sept 3, 2020) listed 3 more vaccine candidates
currently in Phase 3 trials [27]. These vaccines are inactivated vaccine
of China National Pharmaceutical Group (Sinopharm), Coronavac of
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Antibody tests for COVID-19 can help identify people who
were previously infected with it and have recovered. Also, antibody
tests can conclusively identify people who don’t have antibodies and
who are therefore susceptible to COVID-19. Now it is to be seen if
antibody tests can confirm immunity to SARS-CoV-2 due to having
recovered from the illness or one should wait for a vaccine. According
to some immunologists, it’s likely that COVID-19 does induce some
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human body to produce antibodies to the SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins
that protrude from the surface of SARS-CoV-2 particles. These spikes
are attached to human cells and then undergo a structural change to
enable viral membrane to fuse with the cell membrane. This leads
the viral genes to enter the host cell to be copied and produce more
viruses. Antibodies that can recognize and bind to the spike protein
may hopefully block the virus from infecting human cells. The spike
protein has a Receptor Binding Domain (RBD) which binds to
Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors in human cells
[36]. Investigators first isolated antibodies that could bind to this
RBD and then put them to the test if they can neutralize SARS-CoV2-that is, bind to the virus and stop infection [37]. Several potential
vaccines now under development are designed to trigger the human
body to produce antibodies to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.
Convalescent Plasma

Figure 2: Schematic structures of diﬀerent subtypes of antibody. Taken from
public domain (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antibody). Lincenced under the
creative commons attribution share-alike licence.

Figure 3: A schematic diagram showing antibody-antigen lock and key
interaction. Taken from public domain (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antibody)

degree of immunity in those who recover from it, but this has yet to
be proven. It is also not yet established if immunity to COVID-19
might last a few weeks, a few years, or lifelong. Experts believe that
even extremely accurate antibody tests cannot ascertain if the person
has developed true immunity and if ‘yes’, how long it will last. In fact,
the immune system is very complicated.
All such discussions presented above refer to an update of July
9, 2020, by Spencer Blackman [35]. Spencer practices relationshipcentered primary care, blending a traditional sensibility with up-todate clinical knowledge and a strong focus on disease prevention.
A certain group of scientists are trying to find if antibodies against
SARS-CoV-2 could be isolated and given as a treatment to others who
are infected. The determination of structure and function of different
antibodies can be of great help to the development of vaccines. Several
potential vaccines now under development are designed to trigger the
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The blood plasma from patients who have recovered from
COVID-19 contains a high neutralizing antibody. Such patients
may be a valuable donor source of Convalescent Plasma (CP) [38].
CP is a classic adaptive immunotherapy and it has been applied to
the prevention and treatment of many infectious diseases since
long. Therefore, on April 7, 2020, the FDA announced a National
Expanded Access Protocol administered through the Mayo Clinic
(https://www.uscovidplasma.org) that allows individual physicians
to treat a wider range of patients with serious COVID-19 disease with
convalescent plasma. This plasma therapy may be more effective if
it is given to COVID-19 patients early to eliminate the virus before
it causes serious damage in their lungs. Encouraged by the results
of studies in China on the use of CP therapy, showing the recovery
from SARS-CoV-2 infection, hospitals in New York City are heading
towards the use of blood plasma of those recovering from this
infection [39,40]. Multiple ongoing clinical trials are investigating
the use of convalescent plasma in patients suffering from COVID-19
and positive results are being found, but these results may not be
so conclusive in the favor of CP because the patients also receive
simultaneously at least one additional therapy, including antivirals,
antibiotics or antifungals, and corticosteroids. Thus, the use of CP
therapy is an interim approach for the treatment of COVID-19,
until the hyperimmune globulin, drug therapies, and vaccines
are not available. However, vast majority of patients who recover
from COVID-19 illness have been found to develop some level of
circulating neutralizing antibodies to various SARS-CoV-2 proteins
2-3 weeks following infection, as detected by ELISA (enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay) or other quantitative assays. Nonetheless,
despite some adverse effects and study limitations, the improved
outcomes in recipients of CP therapy obtained in two recent studies
in China [41,42] support the possibility of investigating this therapy
further in adequately designed clinical trials. The CP therapy is within
clinical studies or as an emergency compassionate use in the USA and
EU/EEA member states [43], carried out according to EC guidance
developed in collaboration with ECDC (European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control), national competent authorities and other
stakeholders [44]. The EEA (European Economic Area) links the EU
member states and three EFTA (European Free Trade Association)
states: Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway. These studies indicated
that CP infusion to COVID-19 patients is safe and effective [45,46],
and as of May 29, 2020, 17674 units of CP were infused to COVID-19
patients in the USA [47].
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Immune Modulators
In the context of COVID-19, a group of proteins, called
cytokines, also drew that attention, as they are a category of signaling
molecules that mediate and regulate immunity, inflammation and
hematopoiesis. Cytokines are secreted by specific cells of immune
system. In some people with COVID-19, the immune system goes
into overdrive and releases large amounts of cytokines, and according
to some scientists this may be the reason certain people with severe
COVID-19 develop Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS)
and need to be put on ventilator. Thus, some drugs that act as immune
suppressants are under clinical trials to see if they can suppress the
cytokine releases and reduce the severity of ARDS. Some researchers
in UK claimed that the inexpensive corticosteroid dexamethasone was
able to reduce deaths of about one-third of severe COVID-19 patients
who were on ventilators and one-fifth of those who needed oxygen
support. Other drugs that are under trial include baricitinib and IL-6
inhibitors, used for rheumatoid arthritis treatment, and CM4620-IE,
used to treat pancreatic cancer. There also has been a device that can
filter cytokines trusted source out of the blood of COVID-19 patients.
This device has been approved by FDA.
A recent report (July 20, 2020) came from BBC news [https://
www.bbc.com/news/health-53467022] that Southampton-based
biotech Synairgen has tried interferon beta, a protein which the body
produces when it gets a viral infection, to treat COVID-19 patients.
It is expected that this protein can stimulate an immune response
if inhaled directly by the patients into the lungs using a nebulizer.
Synairgen claimed that with the use of interferon beta the COVID-19
patients were two to three times more likely to recover to the point
where they could resume their daily routine activities and could gain
very significant reductions in breathlessness, in the average time to
be spent in hospital (from an average of nine days to six days), and
in the requirement of ventilation (by 79%.). A double-blind trial
was performed for this protein involving 101 volunteers who had
been admitted for treatment at nine UK hospitals for SARS-CoV-2
infections. Half of the participants were given the drug, the other half
got what is known as a placebo - an inactive substance. According
to the scientist in charge of the trial, Tom Wilkinson, though the
trial was small but benefits observed were unexpectedly quite strong
and if the results are confirmed in a lager study, treatment may be “a
game changer”. Similarly, Synairgen chief executive Richard Marsden
expressed that the results observed were unexpected and may turn
to a major breakthrough in the treatment of hospitalized Covid-19
patients and according to Synairgen team, the drug could be even more
effective at the early stages of infection. The results of Synairgen got
also the supports from other scientists, e.g., a Professor of metabolic
medicine at the University of Glasgow expressed his happiness
over the results and said that though the work will require a larger
trial, even so the results so far obtained are very exciting. However,
according to the expert in emergency medicine at the University of
Sheffield, Prof Steve Goodacre, these results are not interpretable
and require the full details and, perhaps more importantly, the trial
protocol which should have been registered be made available before
any analysis was undertaken.
Stem Cell Therapy
Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) constitute a powerful group
of immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory agents, which can
normalize the function of immune system altered by COVID-19.
Some companies, such as Athersys Inc. (a US based clinical-stage
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biotechnology company) and Mesoblast Ltd (an Australianbased regenerative medicine company) have entered into a phase II/
III clinical trial that will examine whether their stem cell treatment
could potentially benefit people with ARDS. The FDA has approved
the start of a phase I/IIa trial assessing the use of umbilical cord
mesenchymal stem cells for treating patients with severe COVID-19
[48]. China is also conducting a number of trials, which are under the
strict supervision of the National Health Commission of China or the
National Institutes for Food and Drug Control of China. Crossing
China’s border, clinical trials of MSC therapy for COVID-19 are also
being conducted by scientists from Brazil, Jordan, France, and India
and it is hoped that these efforts combined with candid assessment
and regulatory approval will soon provide an effective therapeutic
intervention. A recent work of Zhao provided the support to use the
MSC therapy for COVID-19 [49].
With all said and done, the conclusion is that there is no sure
shot medication for COVID-19 and the only remedy is prevention
for which WHO and other organizations have issued some basic
guidelines [1], such as (i) wash the hands frequently and carefully,
especially after contact with infected people or their environment;
(ii) avoid touching your face including mouth, nose and eyes; (iii)
cover your mouth and nose when coughing and sneezing; (iv) take
social distancing seriously by keeping a distance of 6 ft from other
people; and (v) self-quarantine if sick and wear a mask when you need
medical care [50,51]. Also the healthcare providers and researchers
have been advised to wear necessarily FFP3 (filter capacity at least
99%) or N95 (filter capacity at least 95%) masks and other protective
gear when around COVID-19 patients [51].

CONCLUSIONS
So far antiviral medication is concerned for COVID-19, no new
drug could be designed till today for it, but only drug repurposing
strategies have been applied. So far only one drug, remdesivir,
has shown some positive effect and because of which FDA issued
an emergency use authorization (EUA) for it on May 1, 2020 in
United States, but this EUA did not mean that remdesivir is full proof
medication for COVID-19, rather it simply meant that doctors may
take it for hospitalized patients with severe COVID-19 symptoms. The
other two drugs that drew attention for the treatment of COVID-19
are hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and chloroquine and were approved
also by the FDA to be tested against COVID-19, but soon revoked
the EUA to use these two drugs because of their several side effects,
such as worsening vision, nausea, digestive disorders and risk of heart
failure of more severe cases. Rather, an FDA approved anti-parasitic
drug ivermectin has created a great hope to be potentially useful for
the treatment of COVID-19, if not alone, then in combination with
some other drug such as hydroxychloroquine in particular. However,
some authors have emphasized that all potential anti-SARS-CoV
agents may be effective to SARS-CoV-2 as well, since 3CL proteases
of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV have a sequence identity of 96.1%
and the binding-site RMSD of 0.42 Å.
So far the vaccine about COVID-19 is concerned, there are
multiple efforts in progress to develop such a vaccine, but till today
not a single vaccine has completed its clinical trials. However, Under
Warp Speed (OWS), the US government has chosen three vaccine
candidates to fund for Phase 3 trials: Modern’s mRNA-1273 in July,
The University of Oxford and AstraZeneca’s AZD1222 (formerly
known as ChAdOx1 nCoV-19) in August, and Pfizer and BioNTech’s
BNT162 in September. However, till any vaccine is final, antibody
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testing is being tried to recognize unique characteristics of SARSCoV-2. A certain group of scientists are trying to find if antibodies
against SARS-CoV-2 could be isolated from the patients who have
recovered from this infection and given as a treatment to others who
are infected.
Convalescent Plasma (CP), a classic adaptive immunotherapy
and applied to the prevention and treatment of many infectious
diseases since long, is also being tried for COVID-19. FDA
announced a National Expanded Access Protocol administered
through the Mayo Clinic (https://www.uscovidplasma.org) that
allows individual physicians to treat a wider range of patients with
serious COVID-19 disease with convalescent plasma. The blood
plasma from patients who have recovered from COVID-19 contains
a high neutralizing antibody. Additionally, immune modulators
and stem cell therapy are also on trial. A group of proteins, called
cytokines, are a category of signaling molecules that mediate and
regulate immunity, inflammation and hematopoiesis. For stem cell
therapy, FDA has approved the start of a phase I/IIa trial assessing
the use of umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells for treating patients
with severe COVID-19.
A recent communication of South et al. [52] has pointed out
that since SARS-CoV-2 has not yet been fully contained and since
any potential treatments or vaccine are still months away, a second
wave is not impossible. However, the anecdotal reports and clinical
observations suggesting a significant risk of thrombotic events,
including stroke, in patients hospitalized with COVID-19, is yet to
be confirmed.
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